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Proton (H+)-exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are considered effective power sources for fuel cell

electric vehicles because of their clean emission, air-purification capability, and excellent durability.

However, the performance degradation at low relative humidity (RH) remained to be addressed. Water

back-diffusion, which refers to the diffusion of water from the cathode to the membrane by

a concentration gradient, could lead to a remarkable improvement in the H+ conductivity of membrane/

electrode assemblies (MEAs) at low RH. This effect can be achieved by introducing a functional material

with a high water content into the cathode catalyst layer. Herein, we propose a Zr-based metal–organic

framework (MOF; UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2) as a water-rich additive material in the MEA and demonstrate

that it increases the power performance of PEMFCs at low RH by promoting water back-diffusion. The

high compositional and structural tunability of MOFs will expand the pool of materials to adjust the

humidity level of PEMFCs.
Introduction

The global interest in the development of next-generation fuel
cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) has increased because of their
potential to resolve carbon emission issues.1 Research on
developing proton (H+)-exchange membrane fuel cells
(PEMFCs), which are regarded as effective power sources for
FCEVs, is well underway.2 PEMFCs in commercialized FCEVs
typically contain peruorosulfonic acid (PFSA)-ionomer-based
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polymeric membranes characterized by high H+ conductivity
and excellent mechanical and chemical stability. However, the
applications of PFSA-based membranes are limited owing to
their high production cost and performance degradation under
low relative humidity (RH) conditions.3–6 Low RH conditions not
only impair the power performance of membrane/electrode
assemblies (MEAs) but also limit the range of their operating
conditions.7–10

Several approaches have been proposed to address these
limitations of PFSA based MEAs under low RH conditions. For
example, composite membranes containing hydrophilic inor-
ganic particles or organic materials have been investigated.11–15

Also, controlling the regularity of cracks within membranes at
the nanoscale level has been suggested16 in order to increase the
humidity level of MEAs. However, the uneven dispersion of
hydrophilic particles can increase the ohmic resistance of the
cell by limiting the mobility of polymer chains. Furthermore,
locally accumulated particles, when they are electrically
conductive, can degrade the insulating function of the
membrane. Therefore, the development of a new conceptual
approach to maintaining the H+ conductivity of the membrane
under low RH conditions without directly modifying the
membrane is a worthwhile endeavour.

Research17,18 on CL design has led to a better understanding
of water back-diffusion, which refers to the movement of water
from CL with a high water concentration to a membrane with
a low water concentration. The operation of PEMFCs begins
with the oxidation of the H2 gas supplied to the anode (Fig. 1a).
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 20583–20591 | 20583
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Fig. 1 Influence of a metal–organic framework (MOF) on water back-diffusion in the cathode catalyst layer of a PEMFC. (a) Schematic illustrating
the principle of PEMFC. (b) Pathways of watermolecules in a catalyst layer (CL) without theMOF. (c) Water back-diffusion caused by the presence
of MOF, which functions as a water reservoir in the catalyst layer.
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The generated H+ ions pass through the polymeric membrane
towards the cathode, followed by interacting with the O2 gas
supplied to the cathode to produce water. The produced water is
ejected from the catalyst surface to the ow-eld channel by
capillary-pressure differences. Despite this water generation,
the amount of water back-diffusion in a conventional PEMFC is
not usually high because the generated water is discharged
outside (Fig. 1b). To realize the water back-diffusion, boehmite
(g-AlOOH) bearing high water content was introduced to the
cathode CL and improved the performance of the PEMFC at low
RH.18 However, its application to the PEMFC was limited
because it exists in an unstable phase and has low thermal
stability.

Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) have been studied19,20

actively by chemists as sorbent materials for atmospheric water
harvesting in an effort to resolve the global water shortage
crisis. They have excellent water-storage capacity and exhibit
stable performance on account of their porous structures and
large surface areas.19–23 In addition, MOFs are thermally and
chemically stable owing to their strong covalent metal–ligand
bonds and can withstand high-temperature operation. Also,
MOFs have recently been employed to improve the H+ conduc-
tivity of the membrane.24,25 We hypothesized, therefore, that
MOFs could be ideal materials for realizing water back-
20584 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 20583–20591
diffusion when introduced to the cathode CL of MEAs.
Besides, the carboxylic acid group can promote proton transfer
by forming an effective proton transport channel, although the
ion exchange capacity is lower. For that reason, various studies
have been conducted on blending inorganic nanoparticles and
polymers functionalized carboxylic and sulfonic acids.26–28

In this investigation, we introduce a water-stable Zr-based
UiO-66-type MOF containing benzene-1,2,4,5-tetracarboxylate
ligands – hereaer referred to as UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 – as
a functional water-storage material for the cathode CL of MEAs
(Fig. 1c). UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 is thermally and electrochemi-
cally stable, thus imparting robustness and durability during
PEMFC operation. The MOF can be readily synthesized in an
aqueous solution on the gram scale,29 indicating its production
is not only suitable for industrialization but also cost effec-
tive.30,31 These water-containing and proton-conducting prop-
erties of UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 can assist a PEMFC to retain the
power performance, regardless of the RH conditions, when
UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 is incorporated into the cathode CL of
MEAs. Our approach of graing MOFs onto MEA presents
a promising direction toward the development of novel
humidication systems for PEMFCs since the composition and
structure of the MOF can be tailored easily to maximize water
back-diffusion.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Results and discussion
Synthesis and characterization of UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2

UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 was synthesized according to a previously
reported procedure29 and then applied to the cathode CL of
a PEMFC. The highly porous UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 contains
water molecules within its pores because it is prepared under
the aqueous condition. Based on powder X-ray diffraction
(PXRD) analysis (Fig. 2a), the as-synthesized material could be
indexed to a cubic unit cell with the Fm�3m space group. The
lattice parameters of the MOF were calculated to be a = b = c =
20.6 Å by Rietveld renement (Rp = 3.16, Rwp = 3.91, c2 = 1.88).

We performed thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) on the
pristine UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 powder in order to investigate its
water content. The TGA prole of the MOF shows (Fig. 2b) three
distinct weight-loss regions as in the previous studies.29,32–35 The
rst weight-loss region (11.3 wt%) occurs between 25 and 120 °C
and is caused by the evaporation of physisorbed water
molecules.33–35 The second weight-loss region (18.1 wt%) takes
place between 120 and 400 °C and is attributed to the dehy-
droxylation of Zr cluster35 and free acid29 remaining inside the
MOF pores. These fractions of weight loss were in line with the
previous report,29 where the number of water molecules per
formula unit of UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 was 16. The third weight-
loss occurs above 400 °C and corresponds to the collapse of
the framework to produce ZrO2.

The morphology of UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 was examined by
eld-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM). The
Fig. 2 (a) Rietveld refinement of the powder X-ray diffraction pattern o
(COOH)2. (c) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and (d) EDS elementa
EDS profile of the whole area in (c). (f) Bright-field STEM image of the UiO
from (f). (h) Fast Fourier transform of the whole area in (f).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
images shown in Fig. 2c and Fig. S1 in ESI† conrm that the
MOF consists of secondary particles measuring several micro-
metres in size; these particles are formed by the aggregation of
spherical primary particles having a size of approximately 20–
50 nm. Scanning electron microscopy-energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) conrms (Fig. 2d and e) that UiO-
66(Zr)-(COOH)2 contains Zr, C, and O. A bright-eld scanning
transmission electron microscopy (BF-STEM) image (Fig. 2f)
also reveals the highly porous structure of UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2.
In addition, the BF-STEM image of the averaged MOF lattice
(Fig. 2g) shows large pores with diameters of ∼0.4 nm viewed
along the [111] direction. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) (Fig. 2h)
conrms that the UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 has a well-developed
cubic crystal structure.

Electrochemical performance of MEAs

All MEAs were fabricated using the NR211 membrane and
catalyst layer consisting of Naon ionomer and carbon sup-
ported Pt (10F50E), as described in the Experimental section. In
order to investigate the effect of UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 on the
cathode CL, we measured the current density–voltage (j–V)
polarization curves (Fig. 3) of MEAs prepared with and without
UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 under various RH states. The performance
of the MEA without the MOF (bare-MEA) decreased drastically
from 1.09 to 0.90 and 0.63 A cm−2 at 0.6 V (lled green marks in
Fig. 3a) as the RH decreased from 100 to 50 and 30%, respec-
tively. This rapid performance degradation of PEMFC under low
RH conditions is generally attributed to the reduced H+
f UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2. (b) Thermogravimetric profile of UiO-66(Zr)-
l mapping images of pristine UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 for Zr, C, and O. (e)
-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 along the [111] direction. (g) Averaged lattice obtained

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 20583–20591 | 20585
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Fig. 3 Evaluation of the electrochemical properties and proton conductivities of membrane/electrode assemblies (MEAs). Galvanostatic
polarization curves of MEAs prepared (a) without and (c) with UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 in the cathode catalyst layer. Nyquist plots of MEAs prepared
(b) without and (d) with UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 in the cathode catalyst layer. (e) Change of the water content in UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 and Nafion
when they are in contact (interface of 1 Å). (f) CL resistance at 30% RH condition depending on the MOF content.
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conductivity. To verify the H+ conduction inMEAs, wemeasured
the bulk resistance of the entire assemblies (Rohm) by electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) at a current density of
200 mA cm−2 (Fig. 3b). In the PEMFC case, Rohm generally
reects the extent of H+ conduction across the MEA and can be
obtained from the high-frequency intercept of the real axis of
the Nyquist plot. The Rohm of the bare-MEA increases sequen-
tially from 68.9 to 93.4 and 142.6 mU cm2 (Fig. 3b) as the RH
decreases from 100 to 50 and 30%, respectively. As shown in the
inset of Fig. 3b, the current densities in Fig. 3a decrease linearly
with increasing Rohm. This result indicates that the limiting
factor determining the power performance of the cell is H+

conduction in MEAs. Meanwhile, the charge transfer resistance
(Rct), which can be obtained from the diameter of the semi-
circle, was also increased from 409.1 to 453.0 U cm2 when the
RH decreased from 100 to 50%. The Rct was not comparable at
30% RH due to the incomplete semicircle originating from the
non-homogeneous distribution of ion resistance in the CL.

In contrast to the pristine membrane cases, the power
performance of the MEA with the MOF in its cathode CL (mof-
MEA, Fig. 3c) remains relatively constant with a current density
of greater than 0.88 A cm−2 at 0.6 V under all humidity condi-
tions. It is noteworthy that when comparing Fig. 3a and c, aer
adding the MOF in CL, the current density was improved at 30%
RH and somewhat decreased at 100% RH while it was main-
tained at 50% RH condition, resulting in similar power
performance between the cells under different humidity
conditions. The reduced efficiency of mof-MEA at 100% RH
compared to bare-MEA can be attributed to the ooding caused
by the MOF that is saturated with water (Fig. S2 in ESI†).
However, since FCEVs typically operate at 50% RH or lower,
20586 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 20583–20591
using the water reservoir is practically advantageous. To gure
out the result, H+ conduction was compared between the
samples. The mof-MEA exhibited relatively similar Rohm of 76.3,
84.3, and 85.3 mU cm2 (Fig. 3d) at 100%, 50%, and 30% RH
conditions, respectively. The Rct values also became similar
(397.0–393.0 mU cm2) with decreasing RH from 100% to 30%.
These equalized resistances, i.e., H+ conduction, between the
samples by the MOF explains the comparable power perfor-
mances shown in Fig. 3c.

Noticeable performance improvement at low RH conditions
suggests that the MOF may have increased the water content of
the membrane by promoting the diffusion of water from the
cathode to the membrane, so-called water back-diffusion.
Fig. 3e shows the change of water contents in UiO-66(Zr)-
(COOH)2 and Naon at 30% RH (assuming l = 3, where l is
water to SO3− ratio), obtained from molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations, when the MOF and Naon are in contact. Water
molecules diffuse from theMOF to Naon, indicating that water
molecules have a preference for Naon over the MOF at such
a low RH. This phenomenon suggests that water can be
supplied from the MOF to low RH membranes by direct contact
or through the ionomers in the cathode. Such water back-
diffusion is known as a major factor determining the water
content of the membrane and is caused by the concentration
gradient.36 Since the incorporated MOF particles have high
water content, the concentration gradient of water between the
cathode and the membrane becomes steeper and thus water
back-diffusion can be encouraged.

Although the MOF invigorated the low RH conditions, the
power performance and H+ conduction of the mof-MEA with
respect to the bare-MEA at 100% RH condition were decreased
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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by 14.4% and 10.7%, respectively, of which the numbers are
greater than the weight fraction (3%) of the MOF. These results
imply that when the H+ conductivity of the membrane is suffi-
cient, other factors limit the power performance. We expect that
the additional performance decrease is attributed to the dete-
rioration of CL, such as a reduction of active surface area and
particle agglomeration. To investigate the effect of MOF on the
deterioration of CL, we prepared standalone CLs with different
MOF contents from 3 wt% to 9 wt%. Followed by EIS
measurements were conducted under an H2/N2 atmosphere at
30% RH to evaluate the H+ conduction resistance of CLs (Rcl).
The Rcl is typically calculated as three times the length between
the high-frequency intercept and the intercept of the asymptotic
line extending from the slightly inclined low-frequency line on
the real axis (Fig. S3, ESI†).37,38 Fig. 3f shows Rcl values at 30%
RH condition with varying the MOF content. The Rcl was 75.6
mU cm2 in the absence of the MOF, and it increased to 120.0
mU cm2 when 3 wt% MOF was integrated. With further
increasing MOF content, the Rcl increased more rapidly to
494.4, 951.6, and 1390.0 mU cm2 for CLs with 5, 7, and 9 wt%
MOF, respectively. The reason for this increase of Rcl, i.e.,
decrease of the H+ conductivity within the CL, can be inferred
from the SEM images (Fig. S4, ESI†). The CLs prepared with
0 and 3 wt% MOF exhibited well-dispersed particles; however,
the particles were agglomerated in the CL containing 7 wt%
MOF. We interpret that excess of the MOF in the CL causes
particle agglomeration, leading to a disruption of the H+

conduction pathways in the CL. The agglomeration implies
attractive interactions between the MOF and other component
particles, such as Pt/C catalysts and PFSA ionomers. Such an
attractive interaction between particles negatively affects the
uniform dispersibility in the CL, however, it can positively
inuence long-term stability. Also, while the addition of 3 wt%
MOF slightly increased Rcl, its benecial effect on the resistance
of the entire MEA (Rohm) was predominant, improving the
overall performance. We also expect that because MOFs are
mixed with other components in a particle-to-particle manner,
unlike the carbon coating, their direct effect on CL is less
signicant at low content such as 3 wt%.

The Rohm is a sum of the resistances of charge carriers in the
membrane (Rm), CL (Rcl), and their interface (Rint). According to
the previous investigations,37–40 the Rint is less inuenced by RH
conditions and its effect is marginal (3.5–8 mU cm2). Mean-
while, we showed that the Rcl increased by 44.4 mU cm2 (from
75.6 to 120) aer adding the 3 wt% MOF, but Rohm was rather
decreased by 57.3 mU cm2 (from 142.6 to 85.3) at 30% RH
condition. Therefore, one can conclude that the Rm is a major
factor determining the Rohm at low RH conditions, and the
additive MOF enhanced the power performance of the MEA by
improving the membrane by water back-diffusion.
Water adsorption characterization of UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 and
effect on the MEA performance

The water molecules inside the membrane can be classied into
two types of water: free water, which behaves like bulk water; the
other is bound water with a lower freezing temperature due to its
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
limitedmobility. Since free watermolecules are easily inuenced
by the environment, such as temperature, increasing the content
of bound water is advantageous in securing the performance. In
the PFSA membrane, bound water molecules place at the rst
solvation shell of the sulfonyl group. Their heat of sorption is
amaximum of 65 kJmol−1 when l= 1–2 and decreases gradually
to∼45 kJ mol−1 with increasing the water content to l = 4–5.41,42

At higher water contents, free water molecules appear and the
binding enthalpy slowly converges to the heat of water conden-
sation (∼40 kJ mol−1). In the UiO-66(Zr), meanwhile, the heat of
water adsorption ranges from 40 to 55 kJ mol−1 depending on
the adsorbed water content,43 functional modication,44 and
defect concentration.45 Although it is difficult to strictly apply
these enthalpy values to our MEA system, they still provide some
notable points. First, there is a thermodynamic driving force for
the migration of water molecules from the MOF to PFSAs under
low RH conditions. Since the competing materials for water
absorption in the system are MOF and PFSA polymer chains,
their difference in water-absorption enthalpy can encourage the
water back-diffusion along with the water concentration
gradient. Second, at high RH conditions, such an energetic
driving force is minimized or disappeared. In this condition, the
addedMOFmay play a high-concentration water reservoir rather
than energetically drives water back-diffusion. In other words,
similar water absorption enthalpies between PFSAs and theMOF
can make balance the water content of the MEA against varying
RH. This comparable water absorption between different mate-
rials is natural because all their interactions are hydrogen
bonds. Thus, we expect that a variety of materials containing
water molecules via hydrogen bonds can be used for additive
materials of MEAs. Third, the adsorption enthalpy of water
molecules in UiO-66(Zr) MOFs is close to that of the bound
water. It implies that the addition of the MOF not only increases
the total amount of water but also increases the amount of
bound water. The increase in the total amount of water at 30%
RH was 19.2–32.2% according to the TGA results (Table S1 and
Section B, ESI†). To estimate the amount of bound water, we
conducted differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measure-
ments for Naon–MOF (3 wt%) composite that has been stabi-
lized at 24 °C and 100% RH. The amount of free water was
calculated based on the area of the melting peak (Fig. S5, ESI†),
and the quantity of bound water was determined by subtracting
the free water content from the total (Table S2, ESI†). The
Naon–MOF composite (11.3%) showed a higher amount of
bound water compared to Naon alone (7.6%), conrming that
the water molecules in the MOF are bound. This increased
bound water can improve the low-temperature performance;
also, the importance of the bound water in the MOF is not
limited to the temperature conditions. At low RH conditions,
where most free water molecules are removed from theMEA, the
water transport deteriorates.36 It implies that although water
molecules are generated on the CL, their back-diffusion to the
membrane is kinetically hindered on a level of CL. When the
MOF is integrated, on the other hand, it improves the water
back-diffusion at low RH by providing robust transport pathways
due to the bound water, and increases the humidity level of the
membrane successfully.
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 20583–20591 | 20587
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Fig. 4 (a) Constant current density operation (1 A cm−2) of 3 wt% MOF membrane/electrode assembly for 450 hours. (b) SEM-EDS maps of
surface (i and ii) and cross-section of CL (iii and iv).
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Long-term performance of MEAs

To see the long-term stability of the UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2, we
carried out galvanostatic polarization measurements for 450 h
Fig. 4a shows the voltage change of the 3 wt% mof-MEA at
a current density of 1 A cm−2 under 65 °C and 30% RH. The
initial voltage decreased gradually during the operation, and
the operation was stopped for every 50–150 h to investigate
the reversible and irreversible decay rates separately. Between
each step, nitrogen purging procedure was carried out for
30 min for the recovery. Despite the 30% RH condition, the
mof-MEA exhibited 185 mV h−1 of irreversible decay rate
(DVirrev), which is a comparable value to other long-term tests
at 100% RH (Table S3, ESI†).46–58 The DVirrev can be caused by
membrane damage, loss of ionomer and catalyst, and struc-
tural change of CL.59 Meanwhile, the MEA showed similar
reversible voltage drop (DVrev) during the consecutive start-up/
shut-down procedures: the DVrev values were 0.45, 0.37, and
0.49 V, for 2nd, 3rd, and 4th step, respectively, exhibiting high
reversibility. The DVrev is generally attributed to the surface
oxidation of Pt catalyst during the cell operation. It leads to an
increase in charge transport resistance, resulting in
a decrease in the overall performance and efficiency of the fuel
cell. During the shut-down and rest period, however, the
residual hydrogen gas deoxidates the Pt surface by crossover,
leading to the recovery of the cell voltage to close to its initial
value.

To further conrm the stability of MOFs in the CL, SEM-EDS
analyses were performed for the disassembled MEA aer 450 h
of constant current operation (Fig. 4b). Both the surface and
cross-section maps indicate that the zirconium (Zr) element
from the MOF is evenly distributed throughout the entire CL
aer the long-term operation, likewise the pristine CL (Fig. S6,
ESI†). This suggests that the MOF materials are stably
preserved in the CL without signicant degradation during
long-term operation. This long-term stability indicates the
strong binding between the MOF and other particles and is
20588 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 20583–20591
consistent with the agglomeration phenomenon observed in
the previous section. The drain water from the cathode outlet
was collected at the activation operation and aer 450 h of
operation for elemental analysis (Table S4, ESI†). The Zr
concentration in the drain water was 1.311 ± 0.885 ppb in the
initial collection and less than 0.004 ppb aer 450 h. This also
conrms the stability of the MOF in the CL during long-term
operation.
Conclusions

In this article, we demonstrated how UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 can be
utilized in the cathode CL of a PEMFC to improve H+ conduc-
tivity under low RH conditions. Aer integrating 3 wt% UiO-
66(Zr)-(COOH)2 in the cathode CL of the MEA, the power
performance of the cell was improved by around 40% (from 0.63
to 0.88 A cm−2 at 0.6 V) under 30% RH condition. We showed
that this enhancement is attributed to the improved H+

conductivity, especially in the membrane, using EIS measure-
ments. Since UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 has a high water content, its
integration to CL increases the total water content of the
cathode, promoting the concentration-driven diffusion of water
from the cathode to the membrane, so-called water back-
diffusion. In addition, we found that the absorbed water
molecules in UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 are a kind of bound water,
which can help the water back-diffusion under low RH condi-
tions. Also, we showed that the integration of UiO-66(Zr)-
(COOH)2 is robust, and thus the MEA exhibited excellent long-
term stability at low RH conditions. Hence, this investigation
established the potential of MOFs as a new class of materials
that can be used as water reservoirs in the cathode CL of
a PEMFC, without direct modication of the membrane mate-
rials. Considering the synthetic diversity of MOFs, increasing
their water content or enhancing their H+ conductivity may help
improve the power performance of MEAs in PEMFCs under low
humidity conditions.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Experimental
Materials

All reagents, 1-propanol, and Naon ionomer (D2021, 5%
dispersion) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as
received without further purication. Deionized water was
puried using a Milli-DI® water purication system (resistivity,
18.2 MU cm).

Fabrication of MEAs

A total of 1 g of Pt/C (46% Pt, 10F50E, TKK, Japan), deionized
water, 1-propanol, Naon ionomer, and a UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2
dispersion were evenly mixed and tip-sonicated for 10 min to
prepare the cathode CL. The slurry was cast onto a polyimide
substrate using a doctor blade with a gap of 200 mm. The slurry-
coated substrate was dried rst of all at 35 °C for 30 min and
then at 80 °C for 12 h to obtain the cathode CLs. Anode CLs were
prepared by the same process but without the addition of the
MOF. The mass ratio of the Naon ionomer to carbon was 1,
and the Pt loading of the cathode and anode CLs was controlled
within 0.25 ± 0.02 mg cm−2. The active surface area of the CLs
was 5 cm × 5 cm.

The MEAs were fabricated by transferring the anode and
cathode CLs formed on the polyimide substrate to each side of
an NR211 membrane at 10 MPa and 130 °C for 3 min. The
polyimide lm was peeled off from the laminates aer cooling
to room temperature. A single cell was fabricated by assembling
the MEA, a pair of gas diffusion media (JNT20-A3, JNTG, Korea),
a pair of glass ber-reinforced gaskets, and a pair of graphite
blocks with four serpentine ow channels for the reactants. The
ow elds of the anode and cathode reactants were arranged
symmetrically on a single plane.

Characterization of UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2

The PXRD patterns of the MOF were collected in transmission
geometry mode employing monochromic Cu-Ka 1 radiation for
crystal structure analysis using STOE STADI-P (STOE & Cie
GmbH, Germany). Scanning was conducted in the 2q range of
2°–50° with a step size of 0.015° and at an accelerating voltage
and current of 40 kV and 40 mA, respectively. The water content
of pristine UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 powders was investigated using
a thermogravimetric analyzer (Mettler Toledo); the temperature
was increased from room temperature to 500 °C at a ramp rate
of 2 °C min−1 under an N2 ow. The morphology and elemental
composition of the UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 particles and cathodes
containing 3 wt% UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 were determined on an
FE-SEM instrument (Hitachi S-4800) equipped with an Energy
Dispersive X-ray Spectrometer (EDS, Oxford Aztec X-max 80 SDD
EDS detector). Scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM) was performed using a JEOL ARM 200CF Cs-corrected
instrument (JEOL, Japan) operated at 200 kV. The probe was
set to 27.1 mrad using a condenser aperture of 40 mm and the
current to 5 pA. Bright-eld STEM was collected using the
detection range of 0–11 mrad. The UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 MOF
TEM specimens were prepared by rst of all dispersing the MOF
in EtOH and drop-casting it on lacey carbon Mo-based TEM
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
grids. The data were collected using a Gatan K3-IS direct elec-
tron detector. The images were collected at dose rates below 20
e− per pixel per s and cumulative doses in the range of 15–20 e−

A−2 in order to prevent the structural degradation of the MOF
on a result by exposure to the electron beams.60 Selected area
diffraction (SAD) was conducted with the electron beam spread
out, and low-magnication data was acquired to prevent sample
damage. The SAD patterns were collected using a Gatan One-
View camera. EDX data were collected using an SDD EDX
detector.

Electrochemical tests

The j–V polarization curves of each cell were measured at 65 °C
without back pressure using a fuel cell test station (CNL, Korea).
H2 gas was fed at the anode side at a ow rate of 300 mL s−1. Air
was fed at the cathode side at a ow rate of 1200 mL s−1. The
amounts of H2 and air corresponded to an H2/air stoichiometry
of 8.6/14.5 at 0.2 A cm−2. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was con-
ducted in the voltage range of 0.6–0.4 V for over 100 cycles to
achieve an equilibrium state, aer which the j–V polarization
tests were performed. EIS was conducted using an alternating
current (AC) impedance analyzer (Bio-Logics, HCP-803). The AC
amplitude was 10% of the applied current over the range of 0.1–
10,000 Hz. Polarization curves were measured at 65 °C under
various RH conditions without back pressure using the galva-
nostatic method to conrm the effect of the UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2
nanoparticles on humidity functions. The physical state of the
water molecules in the Naon/MOF was investigated with
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Sample was rst cooled
from 25 to −50 °C and then heated to 50 °C at a rate of 1 °
C min−1. Long-term test of mof-MEA was measured at 1 A cm−2

under 65 °C and 30% RH for a duration of 450 h. The reversible
and irreversible decay rate were determined by calculating the
initial and nal cell voltage at the beginning and end of
experiment, respectively.

Computational methods

The molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed
using the Dreiding force eld61 for Naon chain and the UiO-
66(Zr)-(COOH)2. The parameters for Zr were taken from the
universal force eld.62 The F3C force eld63 was employed for
water molecules. The partial charge of UiO-66(Zr)-(COOH)2 was
taken from the literature,29 and that of the Naon chain (Fig. S7,
ESI†) was obtained from the electrostatic potential on a grid
(ChElPG) method using the B3LYP functional with 6-31+g*
basis set. The monomeric molecule (EW = 1032 g mol−1) was
used for the atomic charge evaluation. To make a Naon chain,
10 monomers were connected, resulting in a molecular weight
of ∼10 000 g mol−1.64 To construct the interface between the
MOF and Naon chains, each part was generated and relaxed
before contact (Fig. S8 in ESI†). The integrated interface model
was heated up to the operation temperature (338.15 K) using
NVT ensemble with a step size of 10 K. Followed by, the NVT
simulation was performed for 10 ns with Nose–Hoover ther-
mostat and a time step of 1 fs. The position of Zr was xed to
prevent the dri of the entire structure.
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 20583–20591 | 20589
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